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this volume discusses crucial issues in the overlap between industrial organization and strategic management this book skillfully weaves together four stories: Chinese views of technology during the communist era, the role of the military in Chinese political and economic life, the evolution of open and flexible conceptions of public management in China, and the technological dimensions of the rise of Chinese power. The 2005 National Defense Strategy introduced the now prolific concept of the four challenges: traditional, irregular, catastrophic, and disruptive. Reference to the challenges is now an essential feature of defense deliberations; yet, in spite of the concept's central place in the defense debates, there have been persistent gaps in how the individual challenges are defined and how they should be applied in defense and security policymaking. Written by one of two working level strategists responsible for the 2005 Defense Strategy's conceptual development, this monograph addresses that deficit. It provides the reader with the foundational substance underwriting the three most active challenges: irregular, catastrophic, and traditional, while introducing the concept of the hybrid norm. This book analyzes how corporate finance decisions influence strategic competition and innovation of firms in the product market. We consider bank loan financing and venture capital financing due to asymmetric information. Firms must sign special contracts with banks or venture capitalists. The financial contracts determine the competitive strategies of firms in the product market. Firms compete in prices for market shares in addition to that firms invest in R&D to induce product innovation. We show that better access to financial resources improves a firm's market position and leads to a higher rate of innovation. Cash-rich firms may even decide to prey upon financially restricted rivals in order to prevent new market entry or to induce market exit. This book delivers macro-level analysis of the geostrategic, geo-economic, technological, and military context of the competition between the US and China for superiority in military technology and analyzes micro-level case studies of specific contested domains and technological sectors. It reveals a China committed to the rapid development of asymmetric technological capabilities that will allow it to respond to the perceived threat of the third offset without being drawn into an economically crippling arms race. This book proposes that in response, the US should seek to gain its own asymmetric advantage across the geographic, technological, and doctrinal domains. This is an important book for those in security studies and international relations.
strategic objectives are rife for reexamination. A complicated stew of factors such as weakening of established governance systems, the emboldening of extremist individuals and groups through advances in digital technology, the humanitarian crises in Afghanistan and Syria, and the intensification of the great power competition with China and Russia are creating a fertile environment for the growth of violent extremist organizations. Such organizations take advantage of vulnerable, aggrieved, and traumatized populations to fuel radicalization, recruitment, and unrest, which further undermine stability and the potential for peace and prosperity. While it is still early to fully understand how the ongoing response to the COVID-19 pandemic will impact U.S. policy, this book provides a timely analysis of relevant dynamics such as popular radicalization, digital information ecosystems, networks of influence, and new capabilities to recognize and prepare for other such black swan events in the region. This CSIS report explores how arms control remains an essential partner of deterrence and strategic stability. The competitive security environment, rise of disruptive technologies and limited resources call for recoupling arms control with deterrence to address integrated cross-domain threats today. Deterring the use of armed force and other forms of coercion is central to the maintenance of order in the Indo-Pacific. Yet, from the Taiwan Strait and the South China Sea to space, cyberspace, and the rules-based order itself, deterrence is becoming increasingly difficult to sustain in the face of major power competition. New grey zone challenges emerging in military technologies and a rapidly shifting regional balance of power. The United States and Australia are determined to offset these trends by pursuing more integrated strategies for the Indo-Pacific. In recent months, the Trump administration has emphasized long-term strategic competition with China, placing renewed focus on technological dominance, geo-economic statecraft, nuclear modernization, and military readiness. In Australia, concerns over Chinese strategic policy, foreign interference, and the durability of American power and leadership have sharpened the focus on collective security and whole-of-government approaches to regional strategy to advance a robust bilateral policy debate about the key role of deterrence in Indo-Pacific strategy. The United States Studies Centre and Pacific Forum hosted a Track 1.5 U.S.-Australia Indo-Pacific Deterrence Dialogue in Canberra in December 2018. Both institutions thank the Australian Department of Defence and the Carnegie Corporation of New York for their generous support of this initiative. The following summary reflects the authors' accounts of the dialogue proceedings and does not necessarily reflect their personal views. Nothing in the following pages represents the opinion of the Australian Department of Defence or any other officials or institutions that took part in the dialogue.
become one of its defining characteristics and the third on possible responses to these threats one of the most significant features of cyberspace however is that it is becoming a risky place for the entire spectrum of users nation states nongovernmental and transnational organizations commercial enterprises and individuals yet it is a space of opportunities for benevolent neutral and malevolent actors moreover the authors identify and assess the challenges and threats to security that can arise in cyberspace because of its unique nature in the final section the authors discuss a variety of responses with some suggesting that the most favored options being pursued by the united states are poorly conceived and ill suited to the tasks at hand publisher's web site less than two years since the beginning of the uprising in syria localized protests have morphed into full blown civil conflict and external actors have become involved as well rand conducted an analytic exercise to generate a greater understanding of the parties and issues in play including the actors their motivations and potential impact of their activities the u s today faces the most complex and challenging security environment in recent memory even as it deals with growing constraints on its ability to respond to threats its most consequential challenge is the rise of china which increasingly has the capability to deny the u s access to areas of vital national interest and to undermine alliances that have underpinned regional stability for over half a century thus the time is right for the u s to adopt a long term strategy for dealing with china one that includes but is not limited to military means and that fully includes u s allies in the region this book uses the theory and practice of peacetime great power strategic competition to derive recommendations for just such a strategy after examining the theory of peacetime strategic competition it assesses the u s china military balance in depth considers the role of america's allies in the region and explores strategies that the u s could adopt to improve its strategic position relative to china over the long term a rapid unraveling of the u s china relationship which had been widely viewed as stable and mutually profitable despite long standing disputes has unsettled global politics although both capitals appear committed to peacefully resolving their differences the intensifying acrimony and distrust have raised fears among many observers that the two countries could be headed toward confrontation the author reviews past rand corporation studies on relevant topics surrounding this relationship primarily from the past five years and extending to the middle of 2020 in this examination of more than 60 rand reports the author discusses various issues pertaining to the competition including china's strategic goals and priorities the policies and measures through which china attempts to fulfill these goals how china's actions affect u s strategic interests and what additional steps might further protect u s interests this review also encompasses studies that take a broader view of the competitive international environment and consider how the competition might differ from u s strategic competition with russia the author excluded from this review tactical level studies that offer detailed comparisons of u s and chinese military capabilities or examine the value of specific assets or systems under certain warfighting conditions this review first highlights major findings across the rand studies then discusses key themes that rand researchers have found particularly relevant in the context of u s china strategic competition a concluding section outlines topics for additional research that could further inform the work of strategy and policy development publisher's description this book is devoted to taking a lead in establishing a multi disciplinary and inter disciplinary platform for exchanging fresh thinking in the field of strategic studies the book gathers invited reports from prestigious scholars in such research areas as political philosophy economy history international security and diplomacy the theme of the book is grand in nature for the world is undergoing once in a century great transformation meanwhile china faces the critical moment for its great rejuvenation how china thinks about and designs its relations with the world
is a key issue in the international arena the book reveals that the greatest challenge to China in this context is how to secure and extend its period of strategic opportunity and actively shaping this period should be regarded as the core trend of its response the aim of this book is threefold firstly to provide a comprehensive overview of the undergoing world transformation and its interaction with China to analyze how China deals with internal and external challenges why China could still have strategic opportunities and what will and should China do to sustain and reshape its period of strategic opportunity secondly to analyze how China deals with fierce strategic competition with the US and how it develops its relations with other countries especially great powers to analyze the challenges that the BRI faces and how China reshapes its relations with other developing countries via cooperation on the BRI thirdly to provide a vivid picture of world transformation and China’s design of its grand strategy to investigate the key factors in securing China’s sustainable development and its period of strategic opportunity and indicates that the key is to develop a global vision and provide new strategic opportunities for the world and the support comes from a stronger presence in the region and an optimized geopolitical and economic environment the book provides Chinese visions and wisdom on world transformation and strategic opportunities reveals Chinese wisdoms in dealing with transformation and crises all readers could learn more if they could keep calm and think many health care systems aim to enhance hospital quality by encouraging competition however evidence on the relationship between quality and competition is inconclusive my contribution to this literature is two fold analyzing the relationship between competition and quality for the German hospital market can give valuable insights about the nature of the relationship in a market with regulated prices that is characterized by a high number of hospitals and a diverse ownership structure while most studies look at competition as market structure I distinguish effects of market structure from effects of strategic behavior I find evidence for a significant non linear relationship between market structure and care quality additionally I find evidence for strategic behavior in this study RAND researchers examined the current role of security cooperation efforts as a tool in the emerging strategic competition among the United States, Russia and China in particular they sought to identify how where and to what degree the three major competitors plus Australia, Japan, India and several countries in Europe are using security cooperation this monograph incorporates a series of essays on the opportunities and challenges for US military space strategy in the 21st century each chapter takes a different approach to exploring the possibilities for US space strategy the issues considered here include the military space requirements for broader competition the unique value space provides for militaries the human capital required to build space strategy the comparative advantages of US allies in space the role of space strategy for our competitors and how to think about integrating space into broader defense strategy we have found many signs of progress in identifying new strategic challenges in space and developing new strategic thought there has been good progress in linking US military strategy to the broader imperatives of an era of strategic rivalry and competition among major powers but progress is not success and the latter appears to be a long way off among the expert community we have found substantial dissatisfaction with the rate of progress relative to the rate of change and to the need for ideas well founded in current realities this small volume is intended to help catalyze and inform thinking about these challenges it draws on work at CGSR and elsewhere exploring the links between competitive strategies and the US military space enterprise it also draws on discussions from a workshop we convened in December 2019 how power struggles are shifting security on both sides of the Atlantic the world was standing at the crossroads in 2015 as globalization propelled human beings into an increasingly integrated community of common
The world witnessed the strategic competition among major powers in 2015. Besides the relations among major powers, studies of the international community’s fight against the Islamic State, the strategic situation in the Korean Peninsula, the political situation in Myanmar, the joint comprehensive plan of action on the Iranian nuclear issue, free navigation in the South China Sea, China’s Belt and Road initiative, and grand diplomacy were covered in this book. It argues that the competition among major powers is heightening, and countries as well as extremist forces like the Islamic State are seeking strategic space by taking advantage of the conflicts among major powers. The book concludes that to address this major historic challenge in international politics, it is essential that some major powers drop their hostile stance towards each other and enhance partnership to foster international cooperation.

Dynamic oligopolistic competition has implications both for the strategic management of firms and for the design of an effective competition policy. Consequently, the present book considers the issue from a private and social perspective. It discusses the potential pro and anticompetitive effects of long-term business strategies, especially for cooperation and reinvestment in production, financing, and management compensation in markets with fluctuating demand. The method of supergame theory is applied to integrate long-run decisions and different types of demand into the analysis. Aside from its contributions to the theoretical literature, the book provides valuable insights into the design of competition policy. The observed development of prices is an indicator of the extent of collusion in the market and can thereby be used to assess antitrust regulation in certain business areas and to focus the resources of competition authorities on markets where conditions are conducive to collusion.

The authors of this report identified and characterized China’s grand strategy and analyzed its component national strategies, diplomacy, economics, science and technology, and military affairs. They assessed how successful China might be at implementing these strategies over the next three decades. This book examines key issue areas of Indo-Pacific strategies, such as cyber security, space security, maritime security, emerging technologies, and institutional framework, in the context of deepening U.S.-China rivalry with greater interconnectedness across various fields. The Indo-Pacific region faces greater security challenges, including future strategic power competition. States are increasingly engaging in intense strategic activities and strengthening partnerships. The first part of the book focuses on the strategic competition between the United States and China in different areas, including cyber security, space security, maritime security, emerging technologies, and institutional framework. The second part of the book presents the perspectives of different local actors in the regional theatre and the intentions and concepts of their growing interconnectedness under Indo-Pacific strategies, including China, Russia, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and North Korea. Through examining different aspects of U.S. Indo-Pacific strategy, this edited book contributes to a better understanding of U.S. Indo-Pacific strategy and its implications for broader security cooperation in a more interconnected world.

First published in 1993, 'First' is an excellent introduction to the theory and practice of crisis management in modern enterprises. Simon Booth examines the conventional approaches followed by many firms in the face of change and crisis. He warns of the dangers of theories which oversimplify the causes of crisis and their possible solutions and which overlook the individual nature of each firm and its environment. Instead, he offers a dynamic new vision of crisis management which takes into
account different kinds of crisis demanding diverse solutions the key role of leadership is also evaluated in relation to both internally and externally generated crises drawing on case studies of leading firms facing crisis solutions in a variety of environments this truly international volume will provide valuable insight into the experience of crisis risk and uncertainty this title will be of interest to students of business japan and european partners are increasingly cooperating in the security domain in a time of growing strategic competition this report describes their efforts and provides recommendations for fostering the partnerships and their effectiveness this book written by members of the chief of staff of the army s strategic studies group takes an innovative approach to determining how the united states can counter extremist groups and engage in great power competition in the twenty first century after proposing that the answer lies in switching the focus of current us strategy from the physical domain on which conflict occurs to the social political and cultural networks that comprise the human domain in which it occurs it develops a new operating concept for conducting operations within that domain this is an important book for those in security studies and international relations provided by publisher this open access edited book brings together a closer examination of european and asian responses to the escalating rivalry between the us and china as the new cold war has surfaced as a perceivable reality in the post covid era the topic itself is of great importance to policymakers academic researchers and the interested public furthermore this manuscript makes a valuable contribution to an under studied and increasingly important phenomenon in international relations the impact of the growing strategic competition between the united states and china on third parties such as small and middle powers in the two arguably most affected regions of the world europe and east asia the european side has been under studied and explicitly comparative work on europe and east asia is extremely rare given that the manuscript focuses heavily on recent developments and because many of these developments have been quite dramatic there are very few publications that cover the same topics competitive advantage the value chain five forces industry structure differentiation relative cost if you want to understand how companies achieve and sustain competitive success michael porter s frameworks are the foundation but while everyone in business may know porter s name many managers misunderstand and misuse his concepts understanding michael porter sets the record straight providing the first concise accessible summary of porter s revolutionary thinking written with porter s full cooperation by joan magretta his former editor at harvard business review this new book delivers fresh clear examples to illustrate and update porter s ideas magretta uses her wide business experience to translate porter s powerful insights into practice and to correct the most common misconceptions about them for instance that competition is about being unique not being the best that it is a contest over profits not a battle between rivals that strategy is about choosing to make some customers unhappy not being all things to all customers an added feature is an original q a with porter himself which includes answers to managers faqs eminently readable this book will enable every manager in your organization to grasp porter s ideas and swiftly deploy them to drive your company s success since the end of the cold war the united states has maintained the safety and effectiveness of its aging nuclear arsenal through the stockpile stewardship program this program utilizes advanced scientific and computational means as a substitute for underground explosive nuclear testing for three decades science based stockpile stewardship has served the united states well but as the global security environment has evolved and relationships with russia and china have been more competitive and confrontational it is necessary to examine whether and how the u s approach to maintaining a nuclear deterrent might need to evolve russia and china have also maintained nuclear deterrents with advanced scientific
and computational means but they have gone well beyond the stewardship of legacy capabilities to modernize and significantly adapt their arsenals rather than compete with both on their terms the united states must compete on its own terms with an eye to maintaining deterrence assurance and strategic stability this report synthesizes the findings and recommendations from two companion reports on intrastate proxy wars civil wars in which at least one local warring party receives material support from an external state one of these companion reports examines motives and trends for great powers use of proxy warfare in intrastate conflict while the other examines the military implications of these wars the authors conducted the research for these reports using a quantitative analysis of proxy wars since 1946 case studies on major powers that have sponsored surrogates in such conflicts and case studies on the military implications of such conflicts looking forward there are worrying indications that geopolitical factors may be driving countries including russia and iran to more frequent use of proxy warfare and china might return to such forms of competition under certain circumstances ideology seems less likely to fuel proxy wars than it did during the cold war however and china has a number of economic incentives to avoid such practices the prospect of the increasing use of proxy warfare has a number of implications for u s defense policy violent nonstate actors supported by states tend to be much more lethal than those without state support these enhanced capabilities appear to make them much more threatening to u s allies and partners potentially forcing the united states to intervene on their behalf to protect them the authors examine trade offs between the contributions of campaigning instruments to u s strategic goals and their costs they provide the foundations of a decision support tool to inform u s department of defense campaign planning

Barriers to Entry and Strategic Competition 2013-06-17 this volume discusses crucial issues in the overlap between industrial organization and strategic management

Barriers to Entry and Strategic Competition 2001 this volume discusses crucial issues in the overlap between industrial organization and strategic management

China’s Techno-Warriors 2003 this book skillfully weaves together four stories chinese views of technology during the communist era the role of the military in chinese political and economic life the evolution of open and flexible conceptions of public management in china and the technological dimensions of the rise of chinese power

Strategic Competition and Resistance in the 21st Century 2007 the 2005 national defense strategy introduced the now prolific concept of the four challenges traditional irregular catastrophic and disruptive reference to the challenges is now an essential feature of defense deliberations yet in spite of the concept s central place in the defense debates in and out of government there have been persistent gaps in how the individual challenges are defined and how they should be applied in defense and security policymaking written by one of two working level strategists responsible for the 2005 defense strategy s conceptual development this monograph addresses that deficit it provides the reader with the foundational substance underwriting the three most active challenges irregular catastrophic and traditional while introducing the concept of the hybrid norm

Corporate Finance, Innovation, and Strategic Competition 2002-11-13 this book analyzes how corporate finance decisions influence strategic competition and innovation of firms in the product market we consider bank loan financing and venture capital financing due to assymmetric information firms must sign special contracts with banks or venture capitalists the financial contracts in turn determine the competitive strategies of firms in the product market firms compete
in prices for market shares in addition to that firms invest in r d in order to induce product or process innovation we show that better access to financial resources improves a firm s market position and leads to a higher rate of innovation cash rich firms may even decide to prey upon financially restricted rivals in order to prevent new market entry or to induce market exit to introduction financial structure and strategic competition credit financing and strategic competition venture capital financing and strategic competition conclusion

STRATEGIC COMPETITION AND RESISTANCE IN THE 21st CENTURY: IRREGULAR, CATASTROPHIC, TRADITIONAL, AND HYBRID CHALLENGES IN CONTEXT. 2022 this book delivers macro level analysis of the geostrategic geo economic technological and military context of the competition between the us and china for superiority in military technology and analyzes micro level case studies of specific contested domains and technological sectors it reveals a china committed to the rapid development of asymmetric technological capabilities that will allow it to respond to the perceived threat of the third offset without being drawn into an economically crippling arms race it proposes that in response the us should seek to gain its own asymmetric advantage across the geographic technological and doctrinal domains this is an important book for those in security studies and international relations provided by publisher

The Gathering Pacific Storm 2018 even before the outbreak of the covid 19 pandemic the central region faced numerous obstacles to building a stable and prosperous future the region which encompasses the middle east the horn of africa central asia and south asia has been plagued by economic and political uncertainty amidst dramatic shifts in the global power structure with the pandemic now exacerbating the volatility in this already fragile region the u s s strategic objectives are rife for re examination a complicated stew of factors such as weakening of established governance systems the emboldening of extremist individuals and groups through advances in digital technology the humanitarian crises in afghanistan and syria and the intensification of the great power competition with china and russia are creating a fertile environment for the growth of violent extremist organizations veos such organizations take advantage of vulnerable aggrieved and traumatized populations to fuel radicalization recruitment and unrest which further undermine stability and the potential for peace and prosperity while it is still early to fully understand how the ongoing response to the covid 19 pandemic will impact u s policy this book provides a timely analysis of relevant dynamics such as popular radicalization digital information ecosystems networks of influence and new capabilities to recognize and prepare for other such black swan events in the region

The Great Power Competition Volume 2 2022-02-01 this csis report explores how arms control remains an essential partner of deterrence and strategic stability the competitive security environment rise of disruptive technologies and limited resources call for recoupling arms control with deterrence to address integrated cross domain threats today

Integrated Arms Control in an Era of Strategic Competition 2022-05-12 deterring the use of armed force and other forms of coercion is central to the maintenance of order in the indo pacific yet from the taiwan strait and the south china sea to space cyberspace and the rules based order itself deterrence is becoming increasingly difficult to sustain in the face of major power competition new grey zone challenges emerging military technologies and a rapidly shifting regional balance of power the united states and australia are determined to offset these trends by pursuing more integrated strategies for the indo pacific in recent months the trump administration has emphasised long term strategic competition with china placing renewed focus on technological dominance geoeconomic statecraft nuclear modernisation and military readiness in australia

Integrated Arms Control in an Era of Strategic Competition 2022-05-12 deterring the use of armed force and other forms of coercion is central to the maintenance of order in the indo pacific yet from the taiwan strait and the south china sea to space cyberspace and the rules based order itself deterrence is becoming increasingly difficult to sustain in the face of major power competition new grey zone challenges emerging military technologies and a rapidly shifting regional balance of power the united states and australia are determined to offset these trends by pursuing more integrated strategies for the indo pacific in recent months the trump administration has emphasised long term strategic competition with china placing renewed focus on technological dominance geoeconomic statecraft nuclear modernisation and military readiness in australia
concerns over Chinese strategic policy, foreign interference, and the durability of American power and leadership have sharpened the focus on collective security and whole-of-government approaches to regional strategy. To advance a robust bilateral policy debate about the key role of deterrence in Indo-Pacific strategy, the United States Studies Centre and Pacific Forum hosted a track 1.5 US-Australia Indo-Pacific deterrence dialogue in Canberra in December 2018. Both institutions thank the Australian Department of Defence and the Carnegie Corporation of New York for their generous support of this initiative. The following summary reflects the authors’ accounts of the dialogue proceedings and does not necessarily reflect their personal views. Nothing in the following pages represents the opinion of the Australian Department of Defence or any other officials or institutions that took part in the dialogue.

*Revisiting Deterrence in an Era of Strategic Competition* 2019-02-08: The emergence and evolution of cyberspace have contributed to globalization, the creation of a new global commons, the rapid spread of knowledge and ideas, the development of global markets for local products, and the empowerment of individuals and small groups. Yet cyberspace also creates new opportunities for criminality, provides new avenues for terrorist recruitment, and adds a new playing field upon which geopolitical rivalry among great and not so great powers plays itself out. The dependence of societies on cyberspace also creates new vulnerabilities. At the same time, cyberspace has brought new potential and promise, but it has also become a domain in which malevolent actors pursue selfish interests: spy, steal, extort, bully, and stalk. What makes this development all the more problematic is that cyberspace is constantly evolving. Accordingly, this book has three parts: the first focuses on cyberspace itself, the second on some of the major forms of malevolence or threats that have become one of cyberspace’s defining characteristics, and the third on possible responses to these threats. Each section focuses on conceptual and analytic issues as well as the implications for policy and strategy.

*Cyberspace* 2016-09-04: This volume has three parts. The first focuses on cyberspace itself, the second on some of the major forms of malevolence or threats that have become one of its defining characteristics, and the third on possible responses to these threats. One of the most significant features of cyberspace, however, is that it is becoming a risky place for the entire spectrum of users. Nation states, nongovernmental and transnational organizations, commercial enterprises, and individuals face a space of opportunities for benevolent, neutral, and malevolent actors. Moreover, the authors identify and assess the challenges and threats to security that can arise in cyberspace because of its unique nature. In the final section, the authors discuss a variety of responses with some suggesting that the most favored options being pursued by the United States are poorly conceived and ill suited to the tasks at hand. Publisher’s website.

UNDERSTANDING INFLUENCE IN THE STRATEGIC COMPETITION WITH CHINA. 2021: Less than two years since the beginning of the uprising in Syria, localized protests have morphed into full-blown civil conflict, and external actors have become involved as well. RAND conducted an analytic exercise to generate a greater understanding of the parties and issues in play, including the actors’ motivations and potential impact of their activities.

*Cyberspace* 2016: The U.S. today faces the most complex and challenging security environment in recent memory. Even as it deals with increasing constraints on its ability to respond to threats, its most consequential challenge is the rise of China which increasingly has the capability to deny the U.S. access to areas of vital national interest and to undermine alliances that have underpinned regional stability for over half a century. Thus the time is right for the U.S. to adopt a long-term strategy for dealing with China that includes but is not limited to military means and that fully includes U.S.
allies in the region this book uses the theory and practice of peacetime great power strategic competition to derive recommendations for just such a strategy after examining the theory of peacetime strategic competition it assesses the u s china military balance in depth considers the role of america s allies in the region and explores strategies that the u s could adopt to improve its strategic position relative to china over the long term

**U.S.-China Strategic Competition in South and East China Seas** 2020 a rapid unraveling of the u s china relationship which had been widely viewed as stable and mutually profitable despite long standing disputes has unsettled global politics although both capitals appear committed to peacefully resolving their differences the intensifying acrimony and distrust have raised fears among many observers that the two countries could be headed toward confrontation the author reviews past rand corporation studies on relevant topics surrounding this relationship primarily from the past five years and extending to the middle of 2020 in this examination of more than 60 rand reports the author discusses various issues pertaining to the competition including china s strategic goals and priorities the policies and measures through which china attempts to fulfill these goals how china s actions affect u s strategic interests and what additional steps might further protect u s interests this review also encompasses studies that take a broader view of the competitive international environment and consider how the competition might differ from u s strategic competition with russia the author excluded from this review tactical level studies that offer detailed comparisons of u s and chinese military capabilities or examine the value of specific assets or systems under certain warfighting conditions this review first highlights major findings across the rand studies then discusses key themes that rand researchers have found particularly relevant in the context of u s china strategic competition a concluding section outlines topics for additional research that could further inform the work of strategy and policy development

**Syria as an Arena of Strategic Competition** 2013-03-13 this book is devoted to taking a lead in establishing a multi disciplinary and inter disciplinary platform for exchanging fresh thinking in the field of strategic studies the book gathers invited reports from prestigious scholars in such research areas as political philosophy economy history international security and diplomacy the theme of the book is grand in nature for the world is undergoing once in a century great transformation meanwhile china faces the critical moment for its great rejuvenation how china thinks about and designs its relations with the world is a key issue in the international arena the book reveals that the greatest challenge to china in this context is how to secure and extend its period of strategic opportunity and actively shaping this period should be regarded as the core trend of its response the aim of this book is threefold firstly to provide a comprehensive overview of the undergoing world transformation and its interaction with china to analyze how china deals with internal and external challenges why china could still have strategic opportunities and what will and should china do to sustain and reshape its period of strategic opportunity secondly to analyze how china deals with fierce strategic competition with the u s and how it develops its relations with other countries especially great powers to analyze the challenges that the bri faces and how china reshapes it relations with other developing countries via cooperation on the bri thirdly to provide a vivid picture of world transformation and china s design of its grand strategy to investigate the key factors in securing china s sustainable development and its period of strategic opportunity and indicates that the key is to develop a global vision and provide new strategic opportunities for the world and the support comes from a stronger presence in the region and an optimized geopolitical and economic environment the book provides chinese visions and
wisdom on world transformation and strategic opportunities reveals chinese wisdoms in dealing with transformation and crises all readers could learn more if they could keep calm and think. Competitive Strategies for the 21st Century 2012-08-08 many health care systems aim to enhance hospital quality by encouraging competition however evidence on the relationship between quality and competition is inconclusive my contribution to this literature is two fold analyzing the relationship between competition and quality for the german hospital market can give valuable insights about the nature of the relationship in a market with regulated prices that is characterized by a high number of hospitals and a diverse ownership structure while most studies look at competition as market structure i distinguish effects of market structure from effects of strategic behavior i find evidence for a significant non linear relationship between market structure and care quality additionally i find evidence for strategic behavior U.S. Strategic Competition with China 2021 in this study rand researchers examined the current role of security cooperation efforts as a tool in the emerging strategic competition among the united states russia and china in particular they sought to identify how where and to what degree the three major competitors plus australia japan india and several countries in europe are using security cooperation Report of Strategic Studies in China (2019) 2020-09-28 this monograph incorporates a series of essays on the opportunities and challenges for u s military space strategy in the 21st century each chapter takes a different approach to exploring the possibilities for u s space strategy the issues considered here include the military space requirements for broader competition the unique value space provides for militaries the human capital required to build space strategy the comparative advantages of u s allies in space the role of space strategy for our competitors and how to think about integrating space into broader defense strategy we have found many signs of progress in identifying new strategic challenges in space and developing new strategic thought there has been good progress in linking u s military strategy to the broader imperatives of an era of strategic rivalry and competition among major powers but progress is not success and the latter appears to be a long way off among the expert community we have found substantial dissatisfaction with the rate of progress relative to the rate of change and to the need for ideas well founded in current realities this small volume is intended to help catalyze and inform thinking about these challenges it draws on work at cgsr and elsewhere exploring the links between competitive strategies and the u s military space enterprise it also draws on discussions from a workshop we convened in december 2019 UNDERSTANDING 2022 how power struggles are shifting security on both sides of the atlantic The Impact of Structural and Strategic Competition on Hospital Quality 2022 the world was standing at the crossroads in 2015 as globalization propelled human beings into an increasingly integrated community of common destiny in the meantime the world witnessed the strategic competition among major powers this annual publication offers views opinions and predictions on global political and security issues and china s strategic choices by chinese scholars it covers almost all the significant issues that took place in the international security arena in 2015 besides the relations among major powers it studies the international community s fight against islamic state the strategic situation in the korean peninsula political situation in myanmar the joint comprehensive plan of action on the iranian nuclear issue free navigation in the south china sea china s belt and road initiative and its grand diplomacy this book argues that the strategic competition among major powers is heightening and smaller countries as well as extremist forces like the is are seeking strategic space by taking advantage of the conflicts among major powers the
book concludes that to address this major historic challenge in international politics it is essential that some major powers drop the hostile stance towards each other and enhance partnership to foster international cooperation

**Security Cooperation in a Strategic Competition** 2022-06-15 dynamic oligopolistic competition has implications both for the strategic management of firms and for the design of an effective competition policy consequently the present book considers the issue from a private and social perspective it discusses the potential pro and anticompetitive effects of long term business strategies especially for cooperation and reinvestment in production financing and management compensation in markets with fluctuating demand the method of supergame theory is applied to integrate long run decisions and different types of demand into the analysis aside from its contributions to the theoretical literature the book provides valuable insights into the design of competition policy the observed development of prices is an indicator of the extent of collusion in the market and can thereby be used to assess antitrust regulation in certain business areas and to focus the resources of competition authorities on markets where conditions are conducive to collusion

**Managing Strategic Competition with China** 2009 to explore what extended competition between the united states and china might entail out to 2050 the authors of this report identified and characterized china s grand strategy analyzed its component national strategies diplomacy economics science and technology and military affairs and assessed how successful china might be at implementing these over the next three decades

**America's Great-Power Opportunity** 2022-04-28 this book examines key issue areas of indo pacific strategies such as cyber security space security maritime security emerging technologies and institutional framework in the context of deepening us china rivalry with greater interconnectedness across various fields the indo pacific region faces greater security challenges including future strategic power competition states are increasingly engaging in intense strategic activities and strengthening partnerships the first part of book focuses on the strategic competition between the united states and china in different areas including cyber security space security maritime security emerging technologies and institutional framework the second part of the book presents the perspectives of different local actors in the regional theatre and the intentions and concepts of their growing interconnectedness under indo pacific strategies including china russia taiwan hong kong and north korea through examining different aspects of us indo pacific strategy this edited book contributes to better understanding of us indo pacific strategy and its implications for broader security cooperation in a more interconnected world the book will be of interest to scholars and policy makers working on asian security politics international relations and the security dynamics of east asia and the indo pacific

**Space Strategy at a Crossroads** 2020-05 crisis management strategy first published in 1993 is an excellent introduction to the theory and practice of crisis management in modern enterprises simon booth examines the conventional approaches followed by many firms in the face of change and crisis he warns of the dangers of theories which oversimplify the causes of crisis and their possible solutions and which overlook the individual nature of each firm and its environment instead a dynamic new vision of crisis management is offered which takes into account different kinds of crisis demanding diverse solutions the key role of leadership is also evaluated in relation to both internally and externally generated crises drawing on case studies of leading firms facing crisis solutions in a variety of environments this truly international volume will provide valuable insight into the experience of crisis risk and uncertainty this title will be of interest to students of business
Three Essays on Strategic Competition and Exit 2001 Japan and European partners are increasingly cooperating in the security domain in a time of growing strategic competition. This report describes their efforts and provides recommendations for fostering the partnerships and their effectiveness.

Turbulence Across the Sea 2024-11-07 This book written by members of the Chief of Staff of the Army’s Strategic Studies Group takes an innovative approach to determining how the United States can counter extremist groups and engage in great power competition in the twenty-first century. After proposing that the answer lies in switching the focus of current US strategy from the physical domain on which conflict occurs to the social, political, and cultural networks that comprise the human domain in which it occurs, it develops a new operating concept for conducting operations within that domain. This is an important book for those in security studies and international relations.

International Strategic Relations and China’s National Security 2016-01-17 This open access edited book brings together a closer examination of European and Asian responses to the escalating rivalry between the US and China as the new cold war has surfaced as a perceivable reality in the post-COVID era. The topic itself is of great importance to policymakers, academic researchers, and the interested public. Furthermore, this manuscript makes a valuable contribution to an under-studied and increasingly important phenomenon in international relations: the impact of the growing strategic competition between the United States and China on third parties such as small and middle powers in the two arguably most affected regions of the world: Europe and East Asia.

Strategic Competition in Oligopolies with Fluctuating Demand 2006-02-17 Competitive advantage, the value chain, five forces, industry structure, differentiation, relative cost. If you want to understand how companies achieve and sustain competitive success, Michael Porter’s frameworks are the foundation. But while everyone in business may know Porter’s name, many managers misunderstand and misuse his concepts. Understanding Michael Porter sets the record straight, providing the first concise, accessible summary of Porter’s revolutionary thinking written with Porter’s full cooperation by Joan Magretta, his former editor at Harvard Business Review. This new book delivers fresh, clear examples to illustrate and update Porter’s ideas. Magretta uses her wide business experience to translate Porter’s powerful insights into practice and to correct the most common misconceptions about them. For instance, that competition is about being unique, not being the best that it is a contest over profits, not a battle between rivals that strategy is about choosing to make some customers unhappy, not being all things to all customers. An added feature is an original Q&A with Porter himself, which includes answers to managers’ FAQs. Eminently readable, this book will enable every manager in your organization to grasp Porter’s ideas and swiftly deploy them to drive your company’s success.

China’s Grand Strategy 2020-07-27 Since the end of the Cold War, the United States has maintained the safety and effectiveness of its aging nuclear arsenal through the Stockpile Stewardship Program. This program utilizes advanced scientific and computational means as a substitute for underground explosive nuclear testing for three decades. Science-based stockpile stewardship has served the United States well, but as the global security environment has evolved and relationships with Russia and China have become more competitive and confrontational, it is necessary to examine whether and how the US approach to maintaining a nuclear deterrent might...
need to evolve. Russia and China have also maintained nuclear deterrents with advanced scientific and computational means but they have gone well beyond the stewardship of legacy capabilities to modernize and significantly adapt their arsenals rather than compete with both on their terms. The United States must compete on its own terms with an eye to maintaining deterrence assurance and strategic stability.

**Indo-Pacific Strategies and Foreign Policy Challenges** 2023 This report synthesizes the findings and recommendations from two companion reports on intrastate proxy wars: civil wars in which at least one local warring party receives material support from an external state. One of these companion reports examines motives and trends for great powers' use of proxy warfare in intrastate conflict while the other examines the military implications of these wars. The authors conducted the research for these reports using a quantitative analysis of proxy wars since 1946. Case studies on major powers that have sponsored surrogates in such conflicts and case studies on the military implications of such conflicts. Looking forward, there are worrying indications that geopolitical factors may be driving countries, including Russia and Iran, to more frequent use of proxy warfare and China might return to such forms of competition under certain circumstances. Ideology seems less likely to fuel proxy wars than it did during the cold war, however, and China has a number of economic incentives to avoid such practices. The prospect of the increasing use of proxy warfare has a number of implications for U.S. defense policy. Violent nonstate actors supported by states tend to be much more lethal than those without state support. These enhanced capabilities appear to make them much more threatening to U.S. allies and partners potentially forcing the United States to intervene on their behalf to protect them.

**Crisis Management Strategy** 2015-09-25 The authors examine trade-offs between the contributions of campaigning instruments to U.S. strategic goals and their costs. They provide the foundations of a decision support tool to inform U.S. Department of Defense campaign planning.

**Economic Reality Bites - What Australia Needs to Know Amidst US-China Strategic Competition** 2021-11-30

**Allies Growing Closer** 2021-02-28

**Military Strategy for the 21st Century** 2018

**Strategic Competition** 2022

**China-US Competition** 2023-01-02

**Understanding Michael Porter** 2011-11-22

**Stockpile Stewardship in an Era of Renewed Strategic Competition** 2022-03-31

**Proxy Warfare in Strategic Competition** 2023

**Assessing the Value of Overseas Military Campaigning in Strategic Competition** 2023-12-13
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